
TONGSTON AWARDS FUNDING & ADVISORY TO A SMART
BATTERY BUSINESS AT THE 2022 GLOBAL TEES ENTREPRENEURIAL
PITCHES COMPETITION

PRESS RELEASE

Tongston awards funding & advisory to Mijolnia, powering a smart and clean

energy future for Africa and the world through proprietary SMART battery technology, the
winner of the Entrepreneurial Pitches at the Global Tongston
Entrepreneurial Education Summit (TEES) that convened 1000+
delegates from 54 countries with 100+ speakers from global brands,
including the UNICEF, World Bank, KPMG, USAID, International Monetary
Fund, University of Brunei, National Board of Technical Education,
African Development Bank, and many more.

– 9th December 2022

While announcing the winner of the 2022 Global Tongston Entrepreneurial Pitches, Engr. Bello
Mohammed Tongo said, “Tongston as the proponent of entrepreneurial thinking, has
launched the Entrepreneurial Pitches to recognise rising intrapreneurs and entrepreneurs who
can think, create and sell their ideas while building value, influence, and profitability.” We
need more of such bright ideas in Africa. The world is socio-economically challenged, and
Africa must serve its needs.”

Importantly, Tongston, through its entrepreneurial education, enterprise, media, and financial
services, is transforming intrapreneurs and entrepreneurs across all industries globally into
valuable, profitable, and influential brands. The Tongston Entrepreneurial Pitches at the



Global TEES 2022 was one such opportunity for intrapreneurs/entrepreneurs globally to dare
to think, create and sell their intrapreneurial/entrepreneurial ideas in 120 seconds. Mijolnia
emerged as the winner, receiving a $500 cash grant and free business advisory and
structuring services from Tongston Ventures, Tongston’s investment, advisory, and asset
management business. Skills on Wheels, a literacy, life, numeracy, and business skills
development and empowerment program for out-of-school children, won the Viewer’s
Choice Award and was awarded a free business advisory and structuring session.

“What was most intriguing was the people that I met via Tongston, and I made a lot of
connections, '' said Promise Okwuchukwu, the TEES 2022 Pitch winner, while speaking in an
interview with the Tongston CEO, Engr. Bello Mohammed Tongo,

While speaking on her experience post winning the Viewers Choice Award and receiving a
free Career and Business Advisory Session, Lilian Efobi, the founder of Skills on Wheels, said,”
After the Tongston advisory session, “I see Skills on Wheel remodeling to include the five
crucial skills highlighted by Tongston. In the next 2 - 3 years, we see the scale to other parts of
Nigeria to address the chronic challenge of millions of out-of-school children largely on the
streets.”

About Tongston Entrepreneurship Group

Tongston is an award-winning leading pan-African group focusing on entrepreneurial thinking
through finance, media, enterprise, and education to achieve sustainable socio-economic
development in Africa. We are the dominant player defining the standards of entrepreneurial
education and thinking globally. Our mandate cuts across all forms of education, including
technical and vocational education and primary, secondary, tertiary, and post-tertiary levels
of the education value chain.

This is delivered through Tongston 4 subsidiaries: Tongston College; Tongston Institute;
Tongston Ventures, and Tongston Media, with Tongston Holdings providing oversight.



Tongston is a member of several organizations, including the Abuja Chamber of Commerce,
US Association of Small Business & Entrepreneurship, Association of Accredited Small Business
Consultants, Nigerian Institute of Training & Development, Nigerian Youth Chamber of
Commerce, VC4A, Institute of Directors, International Council for Small Business and Africa
Association of Entrepreneurs.

About Tongston Ventures

Tongston Ventures provides Early & Late-stage risk Capital, Structuring, Business Development,
and Asset management to entrepreneurial students, educators, schools, and businesses
across several sectors on the African continent, leveraging multiple investment instruments.

To sign-up for the 2023 Global Tongston Entrepreneurial Education Summit, please use the link:
https://tees-2023.webflow.io/
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